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Can a Salesperson Make Too Much?
NO — unless you also think your business can make too much.
Applying an arbitrary constraint, like capping sales commissions or limiting the total amount a salesperson
can earn in a year, often does more harm than good.
But lots of businesses do – some applying a sliding scale to commission rates after a salesperson reaches
an arbitrary cap in earnings, so that any salesperson’s total income does not exceed a certain amount per
year.
Why?
Because some business owners feel that whatever the arbitrary cap is per annum, is fair compensation
for the job their salespersons do – and besides, the salespeople can’t earn more than the company’s
executives.
Are those business owners being shortsighted? Should there be limits to what salespeople can make?
If a salesperson’s earnings is based on their performance, there shouldn’t be any limits to what they can
make.
By way of example, say you pay a 10% commission on sales. (How did you arrive at 10%? There are a
number of ways to determine an appropriate commission rate, so assume you assessed fixed and variable
costs, calculated and targeted margins, and decided what your business can afford to pay in commissions
and still make a reasonable profit.)
A salesperson who does $500,000 in sales earns $50,000. You’re satisfied with $500k in sales because it
makes your operating budget work, but you’d really like $700k and are happy to pay $70k in commission.
Then a superstar does $900,000 in sales. You love the impact the $900k makes on your top line…..but
paying a salesperson $90k makes you feel a little queasy, especially if that amount is near (or over) what
you make.
“Wait,” you think, “I’m running this business. I have the most responsibility. Why should he/she make
the same or more than me?” Then you think some more. “Plus we simply can’t afford to pay a
salesperson $90k. That’s crazy. We better cap total compensation…..or better still, drop the commission
rate to 3% after $700k in sales and 1% after $800k.”
That’s when shortsightedness kicks in!
Not only can you afford to pay a 10% rate on $900,000 in sales, in reality you can afford to pay more
than 10%. Your fixed costs — and some of your variable costs — are no longer part of the equation
because they are offset by the first $500k in sales. Incremental sales are more profitable because they
are only offset by direct variable costs: product costs, shipping, sales commissions, etc. If your business
nets 20% on $500k in sales it should net even higher margins on $900k in sales.

That’s why you can afford to pay sales superstars more, not less. Too much is never enough when sales
compensation is based on performance.
Be objective about how your salespeople are compensated. Then remove arbitrary constraints, especially
constraints based on emotion rather than objective analysis.
In almost every situation, the more your salespeople make the more your business makes.
Give salespeople the financial incentive to work as hard as they can to increase their pay and you’ll grow
your business too.
This month’s newsletter was based on an article written by Jeff Haden published on Bnet,com. Jeff has ghostwritten books for
some of the smartest CEOs he knows in business, and has written more than 40 non-fiction books, including four Business and
Investing titles that reached #1 on Amazon's bestseller list. Visit his website at: www.blackbirdinc.com
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Birthday greetings go to Geoff Redmond (Blayney) and former Auswild Partner, Geoff Thoroughgood
who celebrate milestone birthdays this month. HAPPY BIRTHDAY to you both……our very best wishes
for a speedy recovery go to Tony Garnett who is laid up in hospital at present. GET WELL SOON
Tony……and CONGRATULATIONS to Tom Kelly (Peter Kittle Holden, Port Adelaide) who was one of
only six dealers to receive the coveted GM Holden’s Chairman’s Award…….and to Andrew Kittle (Peter
Kittle Toyota, Alice Springs) and Warren Tudor (Peter Kittle Toyota, Adelaide) who both won Toyota
Motor Corporation Australia’s President’s Award……and to Greg Oakman (Macarthur Nissan) who won
Nissan Australia’s Sales Excellence Award.
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